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How To Setup Your Blog For Long Term Success MOST blogs fail because their owners start out badly,

and continue to make mistakes. By the time they realize what's gone wrong, they would be quicker

restarting! Blogging is about one thing, and one thing alone. When you get down to it, the successful

bloggers have found a niche, and carved out a living. But countless others out there are simply

pretending. They've seen the income these master bloggers are making, and are trying to be gurus. But

before they found a niche, they researched it and ultimately, if you're setting up your blog on false advice,

and not following the Master Plan we discovered, you'll find that the most important areas of effortless

traffic generation are forever lost to you. You'll lock yourself OUT of most of them with a few simple

mistakes. Costly mistakes that most so called 'gurus' make every day. Unfortunately... most of these

gurus will deny that this is important. They'll tell you that the content is more important and that's true, if

you've got a good foundation. Without the foundation though, you'll find your site collapses under its own

weight. So instead of focusing on content and the upkeep of your blog afterwards, we're giving you ALL

the tools that the successful bloggers use that I use and that other bloggers I've spoken to all use and

compiled it into an easy to follow, step by step, seven day crash course. Follow the instructions and you'll

have a foundation that can't be beaten, and is strong enough to support anything you choose to do! More

than that though, you'll find that anything you add will be effortlessly easy to promote. With our seven day

master plan, we answer everything from: What the four best bookmarking sites are for driving incredible

traffic in your direction How best to build your blog THE single best platform to blog from How to choose a

the keywords you're building your blog around How to implement those keywords in a way that HELPS

your readers and YOUR income AND MORE... Remember, you're getting seven days of information,

amazing insider tips from a blogging guru who was personally interviewed to create this report, and at the

end of it, you WILL have a solid foundation to blog from.
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